Administration proposes to bring into use an assignment under Article 11 of the R.R.

Is RR 11.31 examination favourable?

Is notification under RR4.4?

Examination with respect to RR 11.34

- Regular assignment
- Assignment stemming from allotment
- Different Characteristics Within T-DAB Or DVB-T
- Different Characteristics for BC or OPST

Finding: Unfavourable
Notice returned to Adm
Article 5 Procedures (broadcasting)

Flowchart GE06-6

5.1.2 a) b)

Regular assignment

Assignment in Plans?

Conditions of S.2 of A.4 met?

No remark w.r.t - analogue Plan - other services?

All agreements obtained?

Finding: favourable
Recording in MIFR

No remark w.r.t digital Plan

Finding: favourable
Recording in MIFR

Adm. States all remark conditions are met?

Finding: unfavourable
Notice returned to Adm*.

* Administration may resubmit under 5.1.6 (see flowchart GE06-10)

5.1.4

5.1.5
5.1.2 c) d)

Assignment stemming from an allotment

Assignment in Plans?

Y

Conditions of S.2 of A.4 met?

Y

No remark w.r.t - analogue Plan - other services?

Y

All agreements obtained?

Y

Finding: favourable
Recording in MIFR

Finding: favourable
Recording in MIFR

N

Finding: unfavourable
Notice returned to Adm*.

N

No remark w.r.t digital Plan

Adm. States all remark conditions are met?

Y

Finding: favourable
Recording in MIFR

Finding: unfavourable
Notice returned to Adm*.

N

Finding: favourable
Recording in MIFR

* Administration may resubmit under 5.1.6 (see flowchart GE06-10)
Article 5 Procedures
(broadcasting)

Different characteristics within DVB-T or T-DAB

Flowchart GE06-8

Digital entry with different characteristics

Is the digital entry (assignment / allotment) in the digital plan?

Y

Is the Plan entry within T-DAB?

N

When the Plan entry is DVB-T, the notified assignment can be within T-DAB or DVB-T

Conditions of S.2 of A.4 met?

N

Finding: unfavourable notice returned to Adm*

5.1.5

Finding: favourable recording in MIFR

5.1.4

* Administration may resubmit under 5.1.6 (see flowchart GE06-10)
Digital entry with different characteristics for broadcasting or OS

Is the digital entry (assignment/allotment) in the digital plan?

Is the peak power spectral density in any 4kHz ≤ digital entry?

Conditions of S.2 of A.4 are met?

Finding: favourable
Recording in MIFR

Finding: unfavourable
Notice returned to Adm*

* Administration may resubmit under 5.1.6 (see flowchart GE06-10)
Article 5 Procedures (broadcasting)

RESUBMISSION

Flowchart GE06-10

Administration resubmits notice

Is there a signed commitment w.r.t interference and protection claim?

Is the examination under 5.1.2 or 5.1.3 favorable?

Finding: favourable Recording in MIFR

BR recording of Adm. with which there is still disagreement

11.31 finding favourable 11.34 finding unfavourable Recording in MIFR